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ABSTRACT
Halide is a domain-specific language for image processing. Halide can separate a programming code into an algorithm
part and a scheduling part. We can write how to work image processing in the algorithm part, and how to compute it in
the scheduling part. The scheduling part has a restriction, which does not change the calculation result. The restriction
prevents efficient code generation for some kinds of image processing. In this paper, we propose high-performance
recursive filters with Halide and OpenMP. The recursive filter is one of the difficult algorithms for optimizing code with
Halide. In our implementation, we divided an input image into multiple tiles, and then each tile is processed with Halide
code. Also, each processing for a tile in Halide is parallelized by OpenMP. The processing has an approximated
computation in boundary conditions for forcefully cutting the effect from the next tiles; thus, the resulting image has
slightly degraded. The closed tile, however, improves the cache efficiency in computation. In the experiment, the
processing time of the box image filtering with and without tiling was compared. The box image filtering is the most
simple recursive filter. The box image filtering uses an integral image technique to process in constant time, and its
calculation includes recursive filters. Code with tiling, which was the proposed method, the tile size is 128×128. The
experimental results showed that the proposed method had a better computational time performance than the code
without tiling.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Halide1-3 is a domain-specific language for image processing. In Halide, we can separate code into an algorithm part and
a scheduling part, i.e., we can write how to work image processing in the algorithm part, and how to compute it in the
scheduling part. The modulation makes the optimizer in the Halide compiler easier than the usual programming language.
The programmer can provide optimized codes for various devices by changing only scheduling parts.
The scheduling part in Halide has a restriction. The scheduling part does not change the calculation result by changing
scheduling for optimizing code. The restriction is usual but strict for some image processing codes. For example, in the
recursive filtering case, the restriction prevents efficient code generation with tiling scheduling. Recursive filters include
various types of filters, such as box filtering4,5, Gaussian filtering6-13, constant-time bilateral filtering14-18, guided image
filtering19-22, domain transform filtering23, and recursive bilateral filtering24.
The work20 presents an efficient code for guided image filtering for CPU, and also extend Halide to support FPGA. The
code is optimized in the restriction of the Halide compiler. The extension for specific recursive filtering in Halide is also
proposed25. This extension automatically generates an extremely complex algorithm part for efficient recursive filtering.
However, we cannot write the scheduling of approximated computing for more efficient code generation in both cases.
In this paper, we propose a writing rule of Halide for high-performance recursive filtering with approximated computing.
For the approximated computing in Halide, we additionally use OpenMP to break the rule of Halide. OpenMP is a
compiler directive for parallel computing. With our approach, the image is forcefully tiled for efficient cache-hit without
scheduling restrictions by approximating computation in boundary conditions. The proposed method can perform tiling
scheduling that is not possible with a general description in Halide.

2. RECURSIVE FILTER
In this paper, we treat box filtering as a typical recursive filter. Algorithm 1 shows box image filtering written in Halide.
Let input(x, y, c) and output(x, y, c) are input and output images, where x, y, and c are variables representing image rows,

columns, and color channels, respectively. r is the kernel radius of filtering, R is RDom class with values of -r to width+r
in the x-direction and -r to height+r in the y-direction, i.e., RDom class represents loop variables. The algorithm uses
integral images4,5 to compute box filtering in constant time. The naïve filtering of box filtering is just finite impulse
response (FIR) filtering, but the integral image based filtering becomes recursive filtering. The relevant parts are pipeline
stage 3 and 4 in Algorithm 1. The filter requires the computed result of previous pixels; thus, this filter is recursive
filtering.
In this algorithm, we cannot use image tiling scheduling efficient. In tiling scheduling, we bound image as blocks and
then perform processing. However, in the case of recursive filtering, we need to compute the entire image for the tiling
part in the worst case. Algorithm 2 shows the case. The scheduling requires results from other tiling parts for one-tile
computation; thus, the computation requires massive redundant computation.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
Figure 1 shows an example of a general Halide code execution. Usually, the Halide compiler performs JIT compilation
and function execution by calling the realize-function. Let src and dest are input and output images, r is the kernel radius,
and output is a Halide Function. This description must be in Halide rule, i.e., computing scheduling cannot change the
computing result by changing the computational order. This description cannot generate efficient tiling scheduling for
recursive filtering.
Figure 2 shows the proposed tiling method. Let subsrc and subdest are tiled input and output images. In our
implementation, we divided an input image into multiple tiles at first, and then each tile is processed with Halide code. In

this example, we divide an image into 16 tiles. At first, the code forcefully bounds image as tiles, the outer part of the tile
image is cutoff. Therefore, the scheduling can reduce redundant computation in this tiling scheduling. Also, each
processing written in Halide is parallelized by OpenMP. This tiling method cut off redundant computation of recursive
filtering. The writing method of separating tiles before writing Halide code overcome the rule of Halide restriction.
The processing, however, has an approximated computation in boundary conditions; thus, the resulting image has
slightly degraded. To control the degradation, we add the tile expansion process. Figure 3 shows the outline of the tile
expansion in the one-dimensional case. When the amount of expansion is 0, the accessed pixel, which is outside of the
tile, uses a copy of the pixel at the edge of the tile itself. When the amount of expansion is full size, the outside pixels is
copied from input image at generating the tile. We can control the amount of the copy. If the size of the tile expansion is
small, we can obtain high cache efficiency. If we have the larger tile expansion, cache efficiency becomes low but have
fewer approximated computation. Also, by extending the tile to the same radius as the kernel radius, we can obtain the
same calculation results as when we do not perform tiling strategy, except the rounding error of the floating-point
number due to the loop or computing order changing.

Figure 1. General execution description in Halide.

Figure 2. Proposed method for tiling description in Halide with OpenMP.

Figure 3. Tile expansion for one-dimensional signals. Assuming radius is 2. In the non-tiling case, the left boundary is
expanded from the most left pixel by 2 pixels. For the tiling case, we divide the input image into tile size, and then copy the
values. Next, we copy input image for boundary as adequate extension size. Note that, in the case of left boundary, the
processing is the same case of the non-tiling case. Note that the expansion is copying, i.e., replicating. We can also utilize
wrapping and reflecting on the boundary condition.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiments, we compared the proposed method with the non-tiling scheduling code for box filtering. The input
image was a 512×512 color image. The parameter of the filter is r = 10. CPU was Intel Core i9-9900K 3.60 GHz
compiled with Visual Studio 2017. For comparing the approximation accuracy in tile expansion, we regarded the result
of the non-tiling scheduling code as the ground truth and measured it by peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) between the
output of the proposed scheduling and the ground truth. The schedule of the non-tiling code is depicted in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows that the proposed method has better computational time performance than the non-tiling scheduling code.
Figure 6 indicates that the tile expansions in the proposed method are directly proportional to PSNR and computational
time. Therefore, the trade-off between approximated accuracy and computational time can be balanced by adjusting the
size of the tile expansion. It can also be seen that the amount of tile expansion beyond the kernel radius does not
contribute to accuracy. Usually, PSNR of casting from a 32bit-float image to a 8bit integer image is about 58 dB; thus,
the approximation reaches enough accuracy for 8 bit images.

Figure 4. The schedule of the non-tiling code.

Figure 5. Computational time of the proposed method and the non-tiling scheduling code. The measurement of the proposed
method is from 0 to 12 for tile expansion.

Figure 6. PSNR of the proposed method with respect to the amount of tile expansion from 0 to 12.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a high-performance scheduling method for recursive filtering of box filtering by using Halide
and OpenMP. Beyond the restriction of the Halide compiler, the proposed method accelerates the recursive filtering by
scheduling with approximated computing. The experimental results show that the proposed method has a better
computational time performance than the non-tiling scheduling code. Also, the trade-off between approximated accuracy
and computational time can be balanced by the amount of the tile expansion.
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